3. Photo Treasure Hunt
This activity is split into FOUR sections. Read the instructions carefully.
Task 1 - Translate the vocabulary and work out the clues
Task 2 - Take a picture of as many items on the list that you can around
the house (further details here)
Task 3 - Create a collage of all pictures you took (further details here)
Task 4 - Label all photos in French

Please be sensible when
taking pictures and make sure
that all images are appropriate!

Photo Treasure Hunt!
Task 1.
1a. Translate these words
into French

1b. Translate these words
into English

1c. Work out the clues and note
down the French and English for
these words (Hint: they are all
rooms!)

1) cat =

1) un chien =

2) cake =

2) un livre =

3) TV =

3) une batterie =

4) cheese =

4) un portable =

5) computer =

5) une fenêtre =

6) curtain =

6) l’herbe =

3) on dort ici

7) bicycle =

7) une cravate =

4) on peut brosser les dents ici

8) shower =

8) une ananas =

1) on regarde la télévision ici
2) on peut cuisiner ici

3. Photo Treasure Hunt!
Task 2. - Take a picture of as many items on the lists that you can around your
house/garden. You MUST NOT copy pictures from the internet but TAKE ACTUAL

PICTURES. To make sure you do this, choose an item to include in EACH picture (a
soft toy/a tennis ball/a pet/yourself!). Any pictures without the person/thing won’t count!

Task 3. - Create a collage of all the pictures that you took. It is up to you how you
present it (PowerPoint, Word, collage, etc)

Task 4. - Label all the photos in French.

Please be sensible
when taking pictures
and make sure that all
images are appropriate!

